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Greenspace

Nicola Moss’s collaged images take us to an interior world that is nurtured, layered and tuned into the 
natural environment and its depths. At the same time, their form acknowledges that city-based gardens 
and plants are shaped to fit around buildings, roads and their artificial edges. They respond to the 
intrinsic human need to find a place within nature, to belong to and within a place, tracing the difficult 
transitions between the edges of built and natural environments. While change is inevitable, particularly 
within growing inner-city environments, the absolute necessity of gardens to our psyche is embodied in 
these works. Between beyond beneath within sees a building captured by its own garden and extends 
into those around it, a union that is symbiotic and nurturing. In this context, city-based gardens (public, 
community, and private) provide essential oases, while the necessity to accommodate more people 
squeezes these places of respite. 

Nicola Moss lives between Brisbane and the Gold Coast, in an open landscape where she ‘breathes in 
trees’ in a studio surrounded by a garden that overlooks a landscape in transition. Driven by a personal 
connection to a nurturing natural environment and her interest in the importance of gardens—for 
biodiversity, livability, well-being, clean water, and to combat pollution—Moss’s focus is on the inner 
urban environment and the unique challenges of retaining green space within the city. A 2017 residency 
in Tokyo’s Youkobo Art Space offered her an opportunity to explore the way that the edges of buildings, 
roads, and homes were softened by impromptu and unofficial gardens that filled all available space 
with greenery.1  

For this new exhibition at Onespace Gallery, Moss has turned her attention to the inner-suburban area in 
which the gallery is located, which she defined by the postcode 4101. Here the population is likely to more 
than double by 2031.2  The artworks made in response to her research, conversations with residents, and 
walks around this inner-urban precinct “to help understand the vernacular of that area”3  express what she 
has uncovered about the local community’s investment in green spaces. American philosopher Edward 
S. Casey notes the impact of the edges of parks and gardens in city neighbourhoods, describing their 
value in “the creation of an opening in the very midst of intensely built and overbuilt structures: an elastic 
space in an other-wise breathless world of employment, acceleration, and pressure, all happening in 
what Whitehead calls the ‘immediate rush of transition’”.4  

1 This work was exhibited as Breathing In Trees: Nicola Moss at HOTA, Gold Coast, 20 October to 25 November 2018.

2 Figures from The Greenspace Strategy by John Mongard AILA Fellow, Gavin Hardy AILA, Alvin Kirby CMLI, Michelle Kirby-Brown DipLA, 2015, show the 4101 peninsula population is projected to 
grow from 20,620 in 2011 to 47,620 in 2031.

3  All Nicola Moss quotes are from an interview with the author, 20–21 January 2019.

4 Edward S. Casey, The World on Edge (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2017), 185.



Images: 
LH: Nicola Moss, Eat your greens, 2018, 100 x 200cm, synthetic polymer paint, painted papers, relief and collagraph prints, oil pastel, charcoal and graphite frottage, gesso, matte varnish on 
stretched linen. Photographed by Carl Warner. Courtesy of the artist and Onespace Gallery.  
RH: Nicola Moss, Epicurious, 2019, 60 x 1200cm, synthetic polymer paint, painted papers and book pages, relief and collagraph prints, oil pastel, gesso, matte varnish on stretched canvas. 
Photographed by Carl Warner. Courtesy of the artist and Onespace Gallery.

Moss’s images draw together these edges to juxtapose the organic, casual and planned transitions she 
observed in the shapes and forms of the community gardens, privately tended spaces seen over fences, 
and informal yet cared-for open spaces of this peninsula. This work notes the tension that exists in these 
edges between the built and the natural, the organic and more geometric. The wall installation House 
Plant identifies the sharp contrasts in its own overt edges as the plant appears to grow the houses, 
reminding us that humanity cannot survive without plants. 

Other works on canvas innovate on Moss’s unique collaged style, developed with layered paper cut-outs. 
Recent work is built over much earlier paintings on canvas, with a printmaking technique used to achieve 
depth and detail layered in the printed paper over the painted surface. Outdoors Indoors includes dark 
areas that evoke the low light under thick vegetation alongside the mystery of the iconic Queenslander 
house with its ‘under the house’. This juxtaposition of darkness and retina-searing brightness is a familiar 
Queensland sight. Eat your greens was inspired by the Community Food Garden at West End, and the 
plants dominate as the straight lines of the built environment are overwhelmed by the unruly beauty of 
the organic. 

Epicurious takes its name from the edible display garden at South Bank Parkland, its pineapple shape 
inspired by the city logo (which uses a profile of the Town Hall building with a palm tree). This image 
and its repetition of the pineapple utilises the structure of the grid, an art historical archetype that is 
also a planting strategy used to maximise light, air and space. The grid also echoes the straight lines 
of the city across the river and evokes the density likely to encroach on the 4101 neighbourhood in 
coming years. Yet the text, taken from a 1944 book of Australian nature studies, describes now historical 
changes in children’s experiences of nature, an ongoing process that, Moss says, sees us “in the era of 
genetic cloning and space travel tourism; yet with the comfort of some cycles that will always be part of 
humanity—like growing food”. 

The constant, as these images identify, is the need for sustainability in our greenspace. For Moss, the key 
is participation and the sense of belonging intrinsic to these experiences. If she lived in this area, she 
tells me, “I too would seek out the ability to put my hands in soil to plant and grow something, so as to 
be actively embodied in that cycle of life with plants.” That sentiment is conveyed with poetic resonance, 
strength and vigour in each work in this exhibition. They explore the complexities embodied in the sharp, 
warm and tactile edges of this neighbourhood’s interest in and embrace of their greenspace.

Louise Martin-Chew



Image (cover): Nicola Moss, West Green, 2018, 90 x 90cm, synthetic polymer paint, painted 
papers, relief and collagraph prints, oil pastel, frottage, gesso, matte varnish on stretched 
canvas. Photographed by Carl Warner. Courtesy of the artist and Onespace Gallery. 
Image (above): Nicola Moss. Photo: Bozzo. Courtesy of the artist.
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Nicola Moss is a visual artist making fine art with paper. 

Driven by a burning question – What is sustainability? 

Moss engages people in considering the value of healthy 

environment, exploring possible futures where conservation 

and development find balance. Residencies in 2017 at Youkobo 

Art Space, Tokyo and ARNA, Sweden, initiated cross-cultural 

exchange and international engagement with communities in 

the discussion of local/global green space issues. Embodied 

experience and optimism are evident in her world view; 

reflecting on a sense of well-being, contact with green space, 

can provide in our everyday lives. 

Commencing her full time practice in 2006, Moss has exhibited 

work regularly in Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne, regional areas 

of Australia and overseas in Japan, the US and Sweden. 

Notable commissions include Moss’s first public art mosaic 

collaboration for Brisbane City Council, featured as part of 

the Children’s Trail at Brisbane Botanic Gardens Mt.Coot-tha 

2009; a digital print public artwork wrapping the 7 floor atrium 

lift shaft of the new Gold Coast University Hospital, 2013; and Mater Children’s Hospital Commemorative Commission for the 

refurbished Salmon Building, Brisbane, 2015. Moss’s work has been collected in public and corporate collections including Moreton 

Bay Regional Art Collection, Bathurst Regional Art Gallery, Redland Art Gallery, Sealy of Australia, Gadens Lawyers (Brisbane) and 

Jupiters Hotel and Casino; as well as privately throughout Australia, in London, the US and Japan.

February 2019 heralds the inaugural exhibition for Onespace by artist Nicola Moss. Moss brings her City and Nature project to the 

gallery, examining a changing ecology – a place where town planning, heritage and personal aesthetic, mixes with maintenance 

regimes and sense of well-being. Greenspace explores the inner-city Brisbane suburbs of post code 4101 – South Brisbane, West 

End and Highgate Hill. The work shares in local discussion, melding stories of the varied roles of greenery in our urban areas. Moss’ 

art practice explores the value of a healthy environment to communities and individuals, with a particular focus on the sense of 

well-being contact with plants can provide in our everyday lives. Her paper-based works resonate with ideas around themes 

of identity, lifestyle and sustainability. Ultimately her investigation asks: What value do plants and green space provide in our 

everyday lives? What may the future of green space in Brisbane look like?

Nicola Moss and Onespace Gallery would also like to thank:  
Hon. Jackie Trad MP (Deputy Premier, Treasurer and Minister for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Partnerships), Louise Martin-

Chew, Carl Warner, Diana Warnes, Phil Moss, John Mongard, volunteers at Paradise Street Community Garden, The West End 

Magazine, Worldwide Printing Solutions - South Brisbane and Symons Signs. 

 

We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the lands, winds and waters on which this gallery stands.  

We pay our respects to Elders, past, present and future.


